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mall-Scale Dosimetry:
hallenges and Future Directions

ohn C. Roeske, PhD,* Bulent Aydogan, PhD,† Manuel Bardies, PhD,‡ and
ohn L. Humm, PhD§

The increased specificity of targeting agents has resulted in an interest in the use of
radionuclides that emit particulate radiation: alpha particles, beta particles and Auger
electrons. The potential advantage of these radionuclides is the ability to deliver therapeu-
tic doses to individual tumor cells while minimizing the dose to the surrounding normal
tissues. However, the dosimetry of these radionuclides is challenging because the dose
must be characterized on a scale that is comparable to the range of these emissions, ie,
millimeters for beta particles, micrometers for alpha particles, and nanometers for Auger
electrons to. In this review, each class of particulate emitter is discussed along with the
associated dosimetric techniques unique to calculating dose on these scales. The limita-
tions of these approaches and the factors that hinder the clinical use of small-scale
dosimetry are also discussed.
Semin Nucl Med 38:367-383 © 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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 n recent years, there has been increasing interest in com-
bining biologically specific targeting agents (ie, antibodies,

eptides, etc.) with short-range particulate radiation emitters
alpha particles, beta particles, Auger electron emitters).1-9

his therapeutic combination offers the potential of deliver-
ng lethal doses of radiation to individual tumor cells while

inimizing the volume or normal tissue irradiated. Dosimet-
ically, these advances present a significant challenge. In the
ast, absorbed dose in nuclear medicine was often estimated
t the organ level based on idealized models.10-12 Calculation
f absorbed dose on this scale has been sufficient for photon
mitters used in imaging applications. However, for particu-
ate emitters in therapeutic applications, the dose needs to be
etermined on a scale that is comparable with the range of
mission. This scale is on the order of millimeters for beta
articles, micrometers for alpha particles, and nanometers
or Auger electrons. Although the formalism established by
he Medical Internal Radiation Dose (MIRD) Committee may
e adapted to these dimensions,13,14 other factors also need to
e considered. These factors include the effects of tissue het-
rogeneities,15-17 stochastic variations in the amount of en-
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rgy deposited in subcellular targets,18-20 and the geometry of
he target itself (ie, DNA).21-24 In this review, we describe the
alculational techniques used for short-range particulate ra-
iation. Following a discussion of the MIRD method, each
articulate radiation type is presented along with the specific
alculational approaches that are unique to the emission. The
imitations of these approaches along with the opportunities
nd future directions are discussed.

IRD Method
n 1968, the MIRD Committee established the formalism for
ose calculation from internally deposited radionuclides re-
ucing the complex nature of the absorbed dose calculation

nto a simple mathematical form.10 The MIRD schema pro-
ides methods for calculating the absorbed dose from the
ource-activity distribution and the physical properties of
he radionuclide. This calculation is simply the conversion
f activity in a source organ into the energy absorbed per
nit mass in the target organ. In the MIRD schema, the
ean absorbed dose, D� ,  within the kth target from the ith

ource is defined as:

D� � Ãi � �j

�j (k ¢ i)

mk
(1)

here Ãi is the cumulated activity from the ith source, �j is the
ean energy emitted per nuclear transition from the jth tran-
ition, �j is the absorbed fraction, representing the fraction of
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368 J.C. Roeske et al
nergy emitted from the ith source which is absorbed by the
th target, and mk is the mass of the target.10 In this equation,

j depends only on the decay properties of the radionuclide
f interest and is given as the product of the number of
articles (photons or electrons) of type j (nj), and the mean
nergy per particle (Ej) of type j such that:

�j � K njEj (2)

here K is a proportionality constant with a value that de-
ends on the units chosen for �j and Ej. The absorbed frac-
ion �j has values between 0 and 1 for penetrating radiations
photons) and is typically assigned to be equal to 1.0 for
o-called “nonpenetrating” radiations (eg, alpha particles,
uger electrons, beta particles).
To further simplify the MIRD calculations, all physical data

an be combined into single parameter known as the S value,
hich represents the mean dose deposited per unit cumu-

ated activity,

S � � �j �j(k ¢ i) ⁄ mk . (3)

hus, the mean absorbed dose to the kth organ, based on the
IRD schema, can be written as follows:

D� � � AĩS(k ¢ i). (4)

quation 4 can subsequently be rearranged as follows:

D� � A0� � S(k ¢ i) (5)

here � is the residence time which can be defined as the
average” or “effective” life of the initial activity (A0) in the
ource organ. MIRD Pamphlet 11 characterized the S values
or 117 radionuclides and many source/target organ pairs
ased on the MIRD anthropomorphic model.11 Almost 20
ears later, Stabin and Siegel published a compendium of
uclear medicine dose factors (an equivalent quantity to the
value as suggested by the authors) for 816 radionuclides.25

his report used the most current decay data and phantoms
or internal dose calculations.

mall-Scale Dosimetry
he development of the S value tables for a wide range of
ource/target organs and radionuclides have simplified inter-
al dosimetry calculations. Moreover, the MIRD method is
ufficiently general such that it can be applied to source/
argets of any dimension (organs to subcellular regions).13,14

owever, the accuracy of these calculations is limited by the
ize of the source region that can be accurately quantified.
ntil the late 1970s, planar imaging was primarily used, and

he MIRD method was only applied to organ-level dosime-
ry.26-30 Suborgan dose calculations were made possible with
ositron emission tomography (PET) in the late 1970s and
ith single-photon emission computed tomography

SPECT) imaging in the early 1980s. These suborgan models
ncluded a multi-region heart31 and kidney models.12,32

Quantification of nonuniform time-dependent activity (via
ET or SPECT) with a resolution of 3 to 6 mm increased the

ccuracy of the MIRD method, thus allowing for voxel-based s
osimetry. Dosimetry at this level is of interest in radioim-
unotherapy, radioiodine therapy, and intratumoral radio-
harmaceutical injections. MIRD Pamphlet 17 provides tab-
lated S values for 3 and 6 mm voxels from a nonuniform
ctivity distribution for five of the most commonly used ra-
ionuclides.33 This work has subsequently been expanded to
oxel phantoms for internal dosimetry.34 A comparison of
nternal radiation doses estimated by MIRD Pamphlet 17 and
oxel techniques for a family of realistic phantoms was pub-
ished in 2000.35 These realistic phantoms were based on
omputed tomography (CT) images of humans. Because of
he individual anatomical differences, some disagreements
etween these models and the MIRD model values were ob-
erved. Zankl and coworkers reported similar conclusions,
ncluding very large variations among voxel models for low-
nergy photon emitters.34

As more highly specific targeting strategies are developed
hat use short-range emissions (alphas, betas, Auger elec-
rons), it is evident that the average dose at the organ or voxel
evel is less meaningful. For example, the mean organ or
umor dose alone does not correlate well with the biological
ffects observed with Auger electron emitters.36 Within a
roup of cells, there is also considerable evidence that the
ose individual cells receive may vary largely along with the
ssociated biological response.37 Thus, cellular and subcellu-
ar dosimetry has many applications in therapeutic studies
here knowledge of the absorbed dose to individual cells and

heir nuclei is required. These applications include radiola-
eled blood cells, ascites, isolated cells in an organ that pref-
rentially incorporate a radiopharmaceutical, and cultured
ells in the laboratory.

In 1997, the MIRD schema was extended to provide S
alues to calculate dose at the cellular level.38 A simple cellu-
ar model was proposed consisting of two concentric homog-
nous spheres of unit density representing cell and cell nu-
leus. Figure 1 depicts the MIRD cell model showing the
ucleus, cytoplasm and cell surface compartments. Typical
ell diameters (RC) and the corresponding cellular nucleus
iameters (RN) ranged from 6 to 20 �m and 4 to 18 �m,
espectively. The activity was assumed to be uniformly dis-
ributed in one of the cellular compartments (ie, whole cell,
ytoplasm, or nucleus). Cellular S values for emitters of mo-

igure 1 MIRD cell model (adapted from ref. 38) consisting of 2
oncentric spheres representing the nucleus, cytoplasm and cell

urface compartment modeled.
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Small-scale dosimetry 369
oenergetic electrons, alpha particles, and many radionu-
lides were calculated and published for different source tar-
et pairs, including cell to cell (C¢C), cell surface to cell
C¢Cs), nucleus to nucleus (N¢N), cytoplasm to nucleus
N¢Cy), and cell surface to nucleus (N¢Cs).

Several techniques have been used for calculating cellular
values, including both analytical and Monte Carlo (MC)
ethods. Hindorf and coworkers compared the mean ab-

orbed doses calculated with the MC method39 and pub-
ished MIRD cellular S values38 for monoenergetic electrons
nd reported agreement to within 4%. They attributed this
mall difference to the mass scaling of the MIRD S values to
he cellular diameter used in their study to represent the
-lymphoma cell. Champion and coworkers have recently
resented a MC code (CELLDOSE) and provided 131I average
ose estimates as well as dose distributions in spheres of
arious sizes down to 0.05 �m.40 They reported S values that
ell between those calculated using analytical methods37,41

nd previous MC calculations.42

xample
s a demonstration of how the MIRD schema is used to
stimate cellular doses, consider the following calculation
ased on an example provided in the MIRD cellular S value
onograph.38 Radioimmunotherapy (RIT) is an established

orm of treatment for B-cell lymphoma. The 90Y-labeled an-
ibody, ibritumomab tiuxetan, is used in the treatment of
ollicular lymphoma. These antibodies bind to CD20—a sur-
ace molecule that is overexpressed on B-cell lymphocytes.39

s a thought experiment, consider a sample of 106 B-cell
ymphocytes labeled with 10 �Ci (3.7 � 105 Bq) of 90Y-
ntibody. The physical half life (Tp) of 90Y is 64 hours, and we
ssume that it is eliminated from the lymphocytes with a
iologic clearance half life (Tb) of 48 hours. Furthermore, we
ssume that 80% of the intracellular activity is localized in the
ucleus. B-cell lymphocytes have an average diameter of 8
m,39 and we will assume that they have an average nucleus
iameter of 6 �m. The goal is to calculate the average dose to
he cell nuclei.

In this exercise, the initial cellular activity is simply the
ctivity per cell assuming a uniform uptake in the cell sample.
elow we calculate the required quantities to solve this prob-

em:

A0,C � Initial cellular activity;

3.7 � 105 Bq

able 1 S values in Gy/Bq-s for 90Y Uniformly Distributed in
icrometers (�m)*

RC RN S(C¢C) S(C¢Cs)

7 3 1.23 E-04 8.19 E-05
8 7 9.41 E-05 6.25 E-05
8 6 9.41 E-05 6.25 E-05

Adapted from the MIRD cellular S value monograph.38
A0,C �
106 cells

� 0.37 Bq ⁄cell (6)
g

eff � Effective half-life;

eff �
TpTb

Tp � Tb
�

48 � 64

48 � 64
h � 3600 s ⁄ h � 9.87 � 104 s (7)

Ãc � Cumulated activity;

ÃC � A0,C � 1.44 � Teff � 5.26 � 104 Bq-s (8)

rom the Table 1, the mean absorbed dose to the cell nucleus
er unit cumulated activity in the nucleus S(N¢N) and cy-
oplasm S(N¢Cy) are 1.68 � 10�4 Gy/Bq-s and 6.78 � 10�5

y/Bq-s, respectively.
The mean absorbed dose is given by Eq 5 and can be

ewritten to accommodate activity in multiple compart-
ents:

D� � ÃC � {fN � S(N ¢ N) � fCy � S(N ¢ Cy)} (9)

here fN and fCy are the fraction of intracellular activity in the
ucleus and cytoplasm, respectively. Thus, the mean ab-
orbed dose is:

D� � 5.26 � 104 Bq-s � {(0.8 � 1.68 � 10�4)

� (0.2 � 6.78 � 10�5)} Gy ⁄ Bq-s

D� � 7.78 Gy (10)

imitations
here are a number of limitations associated with the use of
ellular S values as discussed in the monograph.38 It should
e noted that the cellular S values provided by Goddu and
oworkers are mean self-absorbed doses and, hence, do not
nclude the crossfire dose caused by activity on neighboring
ells. Moreover, within a population of cells, the dose to an
ndividual cell will depend on many factors, including its size
nd geometry, as well as the local activity distribution.
ence, the dose variation within a group of cells as a

unction of position may be required. To this end, many
ave questioned whether the mean absorbed dose to cell is
satisfactory measure to infer biological response in tar-

eted therapy.13,14,39,43,44

Use of the average dose to an individual cell or at a partic-
lar point also assumes that equilibrium conditions are sat-

sfied with respect to the number and type of particle entering
nd exiting a calculational volume. For low linear energy
ransfer (LET) radiation, a large number of decays is required
o deposit a considerable dose, and hence this condition is

ell for Various Diameters of Cell (RC) and Nucleus (RN) in

S(N¢N) S(N¢Cy) S(N¢Cs)

6.79 E-04 1.14 E-05 5.63 E-05
1.23 E-04 6.32 E-05 5.19 E-05
1.68 E-04 6.78 E-05 4.78 E-05
the C
enerally satisfied.45 However, this assumption may not be
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370 J.C. Roeske et al
alid when there is a very inhomogeneous cellular uptake or
he cellular absorbed dose is low.37 This assumption may also
ot be appropriate for alpha particles, where only a few cel-

ular decays are required to inactivate a single cell.46 In these
ases, stochastic methods may be required. These and other
osimetric challenges will be discussed in the following sec-
ions.

eta Particles
eta emitters have been used for several decades within the
ontext of targeted radiotherapy.1 Even though 131I is still the
eta emitter most used within that context, 90Y has also been
idely used, for example, in RIT of non-Hodgkin lymph-
ma.2 Several beta emitters have been investigated as poten-
ial candidates for targeted radiotherapy47; however, as stated
n an early report by Rogus and Wessels,48 dosimetric behav-
or is just one criterion among many governing the selection
f a particular radionuclide.
Beta decay (negatron) decay occurs when the nucleus of

tomic number A and mass number A is transformed into one
ith atomic number Z � 1 and mass number A and results in

he emission of an electron.49 The decay is symbolically rep-
esented by:

Z
AX ¡ Z�1

A Y � 	� � 
 (11)

here X and Y are the parent and daughter radionuclides,
espectively, 	� is the electron released by the decay, and 

epresents an antineutrino. Because the decay energy is
hared between the beta particle and the antineutrino, the
esultant beta particles have a spectrum of energies ranging
rom 0 to E	max, where E	max is the energy of the transition.
ypically, E	max is on the order of tenths to hundreds of keV,
orresponding to a maximum electron range of several mil-
imeters in water. This range brackets the scope of applica-
ion of beta emitters: targeted radiotherapy relies on both
ector specificity (to deliver the irradiation in situ) and short
adiation range (to keep irradiation within the neighborhood
f the emission point). 90Y (E	max � 2.2 MeV) is the most
nergetic beta emitter considered for targeted radiotherapy,
nd its maximum range is �1.1 cm in water, although 90% of
he energy is deposited within the first few mm.50

Traditionally, the MIRD method treats beta emitters as
onpenetrating radiation with absorbed fraction � � 1.
owever, when the volume of interest is smaller than a few
illimeters (ie, micrometastases), this assumption no longer
olds true, and one has to calculate relevant absorbed frac-
ions for the geometry and the radiation considered. This
roblem can be posed very simply. Consider a hypothetical
oint source in a uniform medium. If it is possible to define
he energy transfer function (ie, the energy that is delivered at
ny distance from the point source) then it is also possible to
alculate the energy delivered to a target volume from that
oint source. Based on the superposition principle, one can
onsider that any volume source is a superposition of many
ndependent point sources. Hence the absorbed fraction (or

he absorbed dose) can always be expressed in theory as a d
extuple integral of the energy transfer function over the vol-
mes of interest. However, defining and solving such inte-
rals can be very difficult from a practical point of view.

omogeneous Medium: Dose
oint Kernel (DPK) Approaches

f the propagation medium can be assumed to be homoge-
eous (uniform density and composition), then the absorbed
ose varies only as a function of the distance to the emission
oint. This important result is the basis of DPKs. DPKs pro-
ide the variation of the absorbed dose (or the absorbed
raction of energy) at a distance from an isotropic monoen-
rgetic point source of electrons, in a homogeneous medium
usually water).51,52 They can be used as input parameter for
ore complex geometries, following the superposition prin-

iple, as long as the medium is homogeneous.
The scaled point kernel F�r⁄r0, E0� is defined by the follow-

ng equation:

F� r

r0
, E0� � 4� · � · r2 · r0 · �r, E0� (12)

here E0 is the initial electron energy, � is the medium den-
ity, r0 is the electron range under the continuously slowing
own approximation (CSDA), and �(r,E0) is the specific ab-
orbed fraction at the distance r from the emission point.
caling is obtained by dividing the distance r by the CSDA
ange, thus allowing for an easy comparison of DPKs of dif-
erent energies. Scaled DPK have the characteristic that:

4� · ��
0

�

r2 · �r, E0� · dr � 1. (13)

ost scaled DPKs are usually defined for r/r0, varying be-
ween 0 and 1.2 to take into account the radiative emissions
hat deliver energy beyond the CSDA range.

DPKs proposed in the literature are obtained from mea-
urements53 or calculations,49 sometimes using Monte-Carlo
odes.54,55 Monoenergetic DPKs can be integrated over the
eta spectra to generate radionuclide DPKs.56 Both monoen-
rgetic and radionuclide DPKs have been used in dosimetric
tudies: radionuclides DPKs are usually used as an input for a
eometric model whenever the study is considering a single
adionuclide. However, whenever the goal is to compare the
ehavior of several radionuclides for a similar geometric
roblem, monoenergetic DPKs are used first to generate mo-
oenergetic absorbed fraction tables, that are ultimately inte-
rated over the relevant beta spectra.

Early measurements and mathematical descriptions of the
eta DPK can be traced to the early work of Loevinger.57

lectron fluence measurements were made for planar sources
f a number of radionuclides as the beta particles were atten-
ated through sheets of polystyrene. By differentiating the
ose as a function of position from a planar source and di-
iding by the distance, the kernel is obtained. Mathemati-
ally, the empirical function of Loevinger was described by
n exponential term that represented the energy deposition

ue to unscattered and slightly scattered electrons, and a
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Small-scale dosimetry 371
inear-exponential term which represented the energy depo-
ition by scattered radiation. While the Loevinger kernel pro-
ided an adequate description of the data over most of the
eta particle range, it underestimated the dose near the point
f emission.
Spencer58 applied the method of moments and used the

SDA approximation to solve the transport equation for mo-
oenergetic electrons. These results were used by Berger51

nd Cross and coworkers59 to compile tables of point source
nergy deposition for a variety of beta emitters of clinical
mportance. However, Spencer’s theory did not include the
roduction of secondary electrons and their subsequent
ransport.

MC codes have also been used to estimate beta DPKs.56,60

restwich and coworkers56 applied this method to several radio-
uclides of interest in RIT. In comparison to previous results
btained by Berger, the DPK was lower near the origin, and
igher near the maximum range. This difference is attributed to
he fact that Berger’s calculation did not include the effects of
ange straggling. Simpkin and Mackie60 used the EGS4 MC pro-
ram to estimate various dose point kernels in water. Their work
howed minor disagreement with the results of Prestwich and
oworkers because the latter used a code that improperly sam-
led the Landau spectrum. In their comparison with the data of
erger and Prestwich, Simpkin, and Mackie noted the DPK were
enerally in good agreement, although different assumptions
nd calculational methods were used.60 Fujimori and coworkers
ompared three DPKs from the literature (Berger, Cross, and
restwich) with their own, and found agreement was generally
ithin a few percent for each of the data points.61 Other MC

odes been used more recently to generate DPKs, and again the
eneral conclusion is that most current DPKs agree reasonably
ell.62

The complexity of dose calculations using DPKs varies
ith the source geometry. Whenever symmetries can be con-
Figure 2 Absorbed fraction versus electron energy for unit
idered, analytic modeling is often possible.63 As an illustra-
ion, consider the example of a very simple absorbed fraction
alculation for unit density spheres (radius RS) in an infinite
omogeneous medium.64 For the case of activity that is uni-
ormly distributed at the surface of the sphere, the absorbed
raction in the sphere (radius � Rs) can be expressed by64:

(RS ¢ RS) �
1

2r0
�
0

� �1 �
x

2RS
� � F� x

r0
, E0� � dx (14)

here F(x⁄r0,E0) is the DPK at distance x from the emission
oint and r0 is the CSDA range. Results for monoenergetic
lectrons are presented in Figure 2. For low-energy electrons,
hen the particle range is very small compared with RS, the

bsorbed fraction tends toward 0.5 (semi-infinite medium
ondition). When the energy (and thus the particle range)
ncreases, the absorbed fraction decreases since most of the
nergy is deposited outside the sphere. Another example is
hown in Figure 3. For 100-�m radius spheres labeled on the
urface, the variation of the absorbed dose per disintegration
the S factor according to the MIRD formalism, in Gy · Bq�1 ·
�1) in concentric spherical shells is represented for 3 beta
mitting radionuclides (90Y, 131I, and 153Sm). As demon-
trated, significant dose gradients can be observed, particu-
arly when the emitted energy decreases. The specific case of
53Sm highlights the influence of monoenergetic electrons at
hort distances from the emission point.

For complex activity distributions (ie, when no obvious
ymmetry exists), as long as a homogeneous medium can be
ssumed it is still possible to use DPKs, but in this case
onvolution approaches are required. Mathematically, the
ose at a point is expressed as a convolution integral:

D(r�) � � f�r� � r′
¡�a�r′

¡�dr′ 3 (15)
density spheres (radius RS) labeled on the surface.
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372 J.C. Roeske et al
here f(r � r=) is the DPK, and a(r=) is the intensity of the
ource per unit volume. The evaluation of the convolution
ntegral through analytical methods is difficult even for sim-
le geometries. Therefore, numerical integration methods are
ften used. The convolution integration is replaced by a sum-
ation with discrete volume elements:

�x, y, z�
� �

x,y,z
a(x′, y′, z′)f(x � x′, y � y′, z � z′)�x′�y′�z′ (16)

here the primed variables represent the source position,
nd the unprimed variables represent the location of the cal-
ulation point in a Cartesian coordinate system. Note that for
full 3-dimensional calculation the computational time can
ecome prohibitive.65 Fast Fourier Transform66 or Fast Hart-

ey Transform67 algorithms can be used to improve the speed
f such calculations. In addition, MC approaches may also be
sed in homogeneous media for complex source/target ge-
metries.68

eterogeneous Media:
onte-Carlo Approaches
henever the surrounding medium is considered heteroge-

eous on the scale of the beta emission, DPK approaches are
o longer valid and a full description of radiation emission,
ransport, and energy deposition is required. This is the do-
ain of MC simulations. Two typical examples of the rele-

ance of MC dosimetric modeling for beta emitters can be
iven: small-animal dosimetry and bone marrow dose mod-
ling.

Small animals are often used within the context of targeted

Figure 3 Variation of the absorbed dose inside unit dens
clides.64
adiotherapy optimization. Dose calculations are usually per- u
ormed from biopsy samples and activity counting (to assess
he cumulated activity). Researchers often assume the beta
articles are nonpenetrating. However, this assumption may
ot be valid for high-energy beta emitters and some small
nimal organs. To provide more accurate dosimetry, a sim-
lified murine model was proposed in 1994 by Hui and
oworkers.69 More recently, several models were proposed
sing data collected from MicroCT or magnetic resonance

maging.70-75 These models can be divided between mathe-
atical (equation-based) and voxel-based.
The voxel-based mouse and rat models published by Sta-

in and coworkers73 were obtained from MicroCT images, in
hich 10 to 15 organs were defined. Voxel dimensions were
.2 � 0.2 � 0.2 mm for the mouse and 0.3 � 0.3 � 0.5 mm
or the rat, whereas reconstruction was performed on a
56 � 256 � 256 grid. A full 3D MC radiation transport and
nergy deposition process was implemented with the use of
CNP version 4C.76 Absorbed fractions were calculated for

2 discrete initial electron and photon energies distributed in
he source organs. A further integration of the absorbed frac-
ions over the emission spectra led to dose conversion factors
or 90Y, 111In, 131I, and 188Re. Bitar and coworkers compared
he results obtained under the assumption of nonpenetrating
adiation versus full MC absorbed dose calculation in the case
f a small tumor xenograft, showing how important the dif-
erence could be for high energy beta emitters.77

Bone marrow dosimetry is another example of a highly
eterogeneous medium at the microscopic scale, for which
osimetric approaches usually consider a full radiation trans-
ort modeling via MC. The absorbed fractions and S factors
roposed by Cloutier and Watson78 have been commonly

eres labeled on the surface for 3 beta-emitting radionu-
ity sph
sed for many years. The model considered bone marrow
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Small-scale dosimetry 373
avities as 400-�m spheres surrounded by 70-�m thick
hells representing the bone walls. Spiers and coworkers at
he University of Leeds first developed electron absorbed
ractions for bone and marrow for an adult male subject.
hese results were used to calculate S factors in MIRD Pam-
hlet No. 11.11 The ICRP79 later proposed absorbed fractions
erived partly from the work of Spiers. These calculations did
ot take into account the influence of backscattered radiation
t the bone-soft tissue interface, which has been proven to be
mportant.15 MIRDOSE3 used a new dosimetric model pro-
osed by Eckerman.16,17 Bouchet and coworkers80 used more
ecent information on regional bone and marrow mass, and
alculated absorbed fractions using the EGS4 MC code.81 A
evised model has since been derived which resolves the
ifferences between these 2 approaches.82 The results were

mplemented in the OLINDA/EXM computer code.83

In summary, beta dosimetry is now at a mature age, with
any approaches having been published that allow for con-

ideration of a very wide range of geometry and radionu-
lides. DPK can be used when the propagating medium can
e considered as homogeneous. For heterogeneous media,
C approaches are more appropriate. The usefulness of beta

osimetry essentially lies in preclinical validation of targeted
adionuclide therapy and in the design of experiments to
ssess the relevance of a specific radionuclide within a given
ontext.

lpha Particles
n recent years, a number reports have characterized the use
f alpha particle emitters in therapeutic applications.3-6,84-86

lpha particles consist of a helium nucleus with a charge of �
, and are often the result of the decay of nuclei with an
tomic number (Z) greater than 82.49 Symbolically, the decay
s expressed as:

Z
AX ¡ Z�2

A�4Y � � � � (17)

here � represents the alpha particle and � is a gamma emis-
ion that often accompanies the decay.49 The alpha particles
onsidered for therapy typically have an energy of 3 to 9
eV. Their short range in tissue (40-90 �m) results in a

ignificant amount of energy deposited near the point of
mission. Moreover, the radiobiological advantages of alpha
articles include their high LET and independence from dose
ate and oxygen effects.87

The dosimetry of alpha-particle emitters is challenging be-
ause of the stochastic nature of energy deposited in small,
ubcellular targets.88 The distribution of energy in these tar-
ets is often referred to as a compound Poisson process, a
oisson distribution in the number of events where the mag-
itude of each event varies. To illustrate this concept, con-
ider cells in vitro that are irradiated by a uniform solution of
lpha particle emitters (Fig. 4). We first define a “hit” as any
lpha particle that intercepts the cell nucleus, regardless of
he path length traversed through the structure.88 Depending
n the radionuclide concentration, some cells may receive no

lpha particle hits. Other cells may receive one or more hits. u
ecause the energy deposited is proportional to the track
ength of the alpha particle through the cell, those alpha
articles that traverse the entire diameter will deposit a sig-
ificant amount of energy compared with those that graze the
urface. Thus, although each alpha particle would produce a
ingle hit, the amount of energy deposited is quite different.
ther effects that influence the energy deposited by alpha
articles include the size and shape of the nucleus, variation

n LET along an individual particle’s path, and the point of
lpha particle emission (within the cell versus. outside the
ell, etc.).88 On the basis of these factors, it is generally ac-
epted that the dosimetric analysis of alpha particles requires
icrodosimetric methods.89

Microdosimetry is the study of the stochastic nature of
nergy deposition in small targets as a quantitative means of
nderstanding the biophysical and biological interactions
f radiation with matter. Originally proposed by Rossi,90 mi-
rodosimetry was used to understand the stochastic nature of
he energy deposited in matter by external ionizing radiation.
oesch91 later adapted Rossi’s theory to internally deposited
adionuclides, such as Pu-239. Booz and Coppola92 have
pplied this method for fast neutrons, Wilson and Paretzke93

or protons, and Berger94 for electrons. Fisher18 applied mi-
rodosimetric methods to cells irradiated by 212Bi for sources
n various spatial configurations. Stinchcomb and Roeske20

igorously simplified Roesch’s formulation for the case of
ntibodies labeled with short-lived alpha emitters.

The fundamental quantities in classical microdosimetry
re specific energy (energy per unit mass) and lineal energy
energy per unit path length through the target).89 These are
ften presented as a single event spectrum that represents the
robability distribution for exactly one energy deposition
vent in the target. Alternatively, these quantities may be
resented as a multiple hit spectrum that represents the dis-
ribution for N events. The multiple event spectrum (for N
its) may be determined by convolving the single event spec-
rum N-1 times.90 Kellerer95 developed a method to effi-
iently determine the multiple event spectrum through the

igure 4 Schematic diagram illustrating microdosimetric concepts.
he concentric circles represent individual cells and their nuclei.
he lines with arrows are individual alpha particle emissions. Some
ells receive multiple alpha particle hits, while others receive none at
ll. (Adapted from Roeske and Humm.88)
se of Fourier transforms.
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374 J.C. Roeske et al
Microdosimetric spectra may be calculated with either an-
lytical or Monte Carlo methods.20,88 Analytical methods use
mathematical description of the path length through the

arget volume to determine the single-event spectrum. Con-
olution (via Fourier transforms) of the single-event spec-
rum is then used to calculate multi-event spectrum. MC
ethods involve a random sampling of the alpha particle

mission, and then trace the alpha particle’s path through the
edium. Depending on the level of sophistication, these

odes may simulate each interaction along the particle’s
ath,96 or they may make some assumptions about the alpha
article’s path (such as being a straight line), and determine
he energy deposited in the target from range-energy tables.97

n general, Monte Carlo codes provide greater flexibility than
nalytical methods, and can simulate a wide range of com-
lex geometries.

Simple Monte Carlo Code
oeske and Hoggarth97 describe a simple alpha particle MC
ode that was implemented using a commercial spreadsheet
ith a random number generator. The components of this

pproach are described here to illustrate how Monte Carlo
ay be used to generate single-event spectra. As with any

lgorithm, a series of assumptions are made. Similar to the
IRD cellular model, the cell and nucleus are assumed to be

pherical and concentric. The user has the options of gener-
ting spectra for any of four source compartments: nucleus,
ytoplasm, cell surface, and outside the cell. On the basis of
he chosen compartment, individual alpha particle particles
re assigned a random point of emission. Note that because
he cell and nucleus are both spherical, this point of emission
nly needs to be expressed as a radial coordinate.
Next, a random emission direction is chosen, and the path

f the alpha particle is tracked. In this study, the alpha par-
icles are assumed to travel in straight lines. Polig89 demon-
trated that such an approximation is valid for alpha particles
ith energies less than 10 MeV. In addition, because the
ucleus is considered to be the target (diameter �1 �m), the
idth of the alpha particle track can be ignored as it is sig-
ificantly smaller (�100 nm). Using these assumptions, the
arameteric equations of a straight line can be used to deter-
ine whether the alpha particle intersects the nucleus.98 By

olving a quadratic equation, the entrance and exit points for
he alpha particle’s intersection with the nucleus can be de-
ermined.97 Note that when the alpha particle emission oc-
urs in the nucleus, only the distance to where the alpha
article exits the nucleus is required.
The energy deposited is determined by subtracting the

nergy of the particle as it exits the nucleus from the energy
hat it enters the nucleus.88 In cases where the alpha particle
tops inside the nucleus, the former is set to zero.88 The
nergy deposited is determined from alpha particle range-
nergy tables. These data for a variety of media can obtained
rom the literature.99-101 The CSDA approximation is used in
his approach.102 Using the same source-target geometry as
umm,19 Stinchcomb and Roeske20 compared specific en-
rgy distributions using different range-energy tables. Specif- e
cally, they compared Janni’s range-energy tables103 for pro-
ons (appropriately scaled for alpha particles) to Walsh’s
ata.104 They observed differences in the average specific en-
rgies on the order of 1% to 7%. Roeske and Hoggarth97

ubsequently used data from ICRU Report 49 for water
ICRU 1993) in their simulations and observed good agree-
ent with Stinchcomb and Roeske.105 In practical situations,

t is expected that the uncertainty in the activity distribution
ill be much larger than that of the range-energy data used in

he simulation.88

The energy deposited (E) can subsequently be used to
alculate the specific energy (z) through the following equa-
ion:

z � E ⁄ m (18)

here m is the mass of the cell nucleus. The mass of the
ucleus can be estimated as the product of the volume and
he density (in this case assumed to be 1 g/cm3). For each
lpha-particle emission in the simulation, the specific energy
s computed. A histogram of these specific energies is subse-
uently calculated to determine the single-event spectrum.
xample single-event spectra for are shown in Figure 5.
This algorithm can also be extended to determine the
ulti-event-specific energy spectrum.88 In this case, an ex-
licit concentration (or number) of alpha particle emissions

s simulated, and all are evaluated to determine if they inter-
ect the cell nucleus. Of those that intersect the nucleus, the
nergy deposited and the total specific energy is calculated
or this individual simulation. This scenario represents one
ossible outcome.88 To sample all possible outcomes, the
imulation is repeated many times. A histogram of these in-
ividual results is the multi-event distribution.19,20,88 As de-
cribed previously, single-event spectra can be convolved
ith itself multiple times to determine the multi-event spec-

rum. Such an analysis requires knowledge of the average
umber of hits for a particular source configuration, as well
s the distribution of these. Often Poisson statistics are used.
tinchcomb and Roeske20 demonstrated that both methods
roduce the same multi-event spectra within the uncertainty
f the calculation itself.

icrodosimetric Applications
ne application of microdosimetry has been in the theoreti-

al and experimental analysis of cell survival. For a single–
vent spectrum the surviving fraction is given by eq 1920,88:

S(z�) � exp[��n�{1 � T1�zo�}] (19)

here 	n� is the average number of hits to the cell nucleus,
nd T1(zo) is the Laplace transform of the single-event spec-
rum. For a multi-event spectrum, the relationship is given by
q 2020,106,107:

S(z) � �
0

�

f(z)e�z � zodz (20)

here f(z) represents the fraction of cells receiving specific

nergies between z and z � dz. In both cases, zo is the specific
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Small-scale dosimetry 375
nergy deposited within an individual cell that reduces the
verage cell survival to 1/e, and exp(�z/zo) is the fraction of
ells that survive. The use of an exponential survival model
ssumes that there are no bystander effects and that intra-
rack interactions are dominant relative to intertrack interac-
ions. Note that zo is not equal to Do, which is determined
rom the slope of the cell survival curve. Rather it is a more
undamental quantity as Do has folded into it not only the
ffects of the radiation, but also the effects of the source-target
eometry.

Humm19 combined the multi-event specific energy distri-
ution with a model for cell survival to analyze the impact of
tochastic energy deposition on the expected surviving frac-
ion of a group of cells. Two geometries were considered:
ells located outside of a capillary and cells located within a
umor consisting of a uniform distribution of 211At. The re-
ults of this analysis demonstrated that although the mean
ose was similar for both geometries, there was a significant
ariation in the expected cell survival due to the differences in
he specific energy spectra. In particular, the fraction of cells
ithout alpha-particle hits increased with distance from the

apillary (due to the short range of the alpha particles) result-
ng in a bi-exponential cell survival curve. Others have ex-
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igure 5 Single-event spectra for an 8.78 MeV alpha particle emitted
A) in the cell nucleus and (B) outside the cell. The nucleus and cell
iameters are 10 and 14 �m, respectively. (Color version of figure is
vailable online.)
ended these theoretical studies to different cell geometries a
nd source configurations.107-112 Among the results of these
nalyses is the conclusion that the most important factor
ffecting the cell survival is the source configuration with
ighly nonuniform source distributions producing survival
urves that deviate from the standard mono-exponential
urve.

Others have used the aforementioned approach to analyze
ell survival to determine the inherent cell survival, zo.
tinchcomb and Roeske113 applied the previously developed
ethods of predicting cell survival to the analysis of experi-
entally produced cell survival curves. By calculating the

pecific energy distribution and knowing the resultant cell
urvival for irradiation condition, they determined zo by us-
ng iterative methods. Larsen and coworkers112 used a micro-
osimetric approach to determine the inherent cell sensitivity
f human glioma and melanoma cell lines. This analysis re-
ealed that the sensitivity of individual cells was much
reater than would be expected using a nonstochastic dose
nalysis. Charlton110 made refinements to the Larsen112

odel by incorporating the effects of finite cluster sizes, and
llustrated the importance of accurately modeling cell geom-
try and its effect in interpreting cell survival studies. Aurlien
nd coworkers111 compared the biological effects of 211At
adioimmunoconjugates to external gamma rays for osteosar-
oma cells.

An additional level of complexity above single cells in sus-
ension involves the microdosimetric analysis of multicellu-

ar spheroids which mimic micrometastatic clusters. Kennel
nd coworkers114 considered cell survival after the irradiation
f multicellular spheroids with an alpha-particle emitting ra-
iolabeled antibody. Charlton115 calculated microdosimetric
pectra for multicellular spheroids and simulated their sub-
equent survival. In both studies, the specific energy distri-
ution is a function of depth inside the spheroid. Thus, a
ingle specific energy distribution is not representative of that
hrough the entire tumor. Combining specific energy distri-
utions with a model of cell survival may provide an overall
easure of the therapeutic effectiveness, however, these cell

urvival models do not take into account second order pro-
esses such as bystander effects. These processes are more
ifficult to simulate and may play a significant role for these
ypes of geometries. The ongoing refinement of these cell
urvival models is currently an area of active research.116

Another area for which microdosimetric calculations are
mportant is bone marrow as it is often the dose-limiting organ
n RIT. As discussed previously in this report, bone marrow
osimetry is difficult because of the complex geometry as well as
he presence of tissue inhomogeneities. Thus, idealized models,
s have been used in the previous studies, must be replaced by
ore realistic geometries. Studies estimating microdosimetric

pectra for bone marrow have focused largely on using histolog-
cal samples obtained from humans or animals. Bone marrow

icrodosimetry has been used for radiation protection purpo-
es117-120 and for limited clinical studies.

Akabani and Zaltusky121 measured chord length distribu-
ions through histological samples of beagle bone marrow.
sing a MC program, they calculated specific energy spectra

nd combined these with a model of cell survival. Their anal-
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376 J.C. Roeske et al
sis demonstrated that activity distributed on the cell surface
esulted in higher levels of cell kill than activity in the extra-
ellular fluid. Charlton and coworkers119 calculated micro-
osimetric spectra and subsequent cell survival based on ge-
metries from human marrow samples for two different
adionuclides – 149Tb and 211At. These simulations indicated
hat for targeted decays, 149Tb was 5 times more effective than
11At when compared on a hit-by-hit basis. This enhance-
ent was a consequence of the lower energy of 149Tb, result-

ng in a higher LET of the incident alpha particles. Recently,
mall-scale imaging techniques (microCT and magnetic res-
nance) have been used to obtain a more detailed geometry
f the skeletal microstructure.122,123 As these imaging data are
ncorporated into microdosimetric calculations, further re-
nements of these results are expected.
Utteridge and coworkers124 considered the risk of devel-

ping secondary malignancies (ie, leukemia) from alpha par-
icles. On the basis of modeling, they determined that short-
anged alpha particles had a lower risk of causing a secondary
alignancy relative to long-ranged alpha particles. Fakir125

ecently combined a generalized state-vector model of carci-
ogenesis with single-track alpha particle depositions.
To summarize, the microdosimetry of alpha particles is

ell characterized. A number of theoretical and in vitro stud-
es have been performed over the years. In all of these studies,

icrodosimetric analyses have provided additional insight
nto the underlying radiobiology that would not be afforded
y conventional dose estimates alone.

uger Electrons
here are many radionuclides that decay by a process known
s electron capture. Electron capture is a beta decay process
hat competes with positron emission. For nuclei, which are
nstable because of an excess of positive charge, this positive
harge can be reduced by the transformation of a proton to a
eutron with the emission of a positron, or alternatively by
uclear capture of an orbital electron.49

p� � e�
¡ n � 
e (21)

hereas there are no emissions directly from the nucleus, the
esidual inner atomic shell vacancy is rapidly filled by inner
hell electron transitions that progressively move the vacancy
o the outermost atomic orbital. Each electron transition may
esult in the emission of a characteristic X-rays or an Auger
lectron (Fig. 6). While the textbook handling of this subject
argely emphasizes the emission of characteristic X-rays, the
onradiative transitions involving the ejection of an Auger
lectron is more common, especially for low Z atoms. The
nergy of Auger electrons correspond to the difference be-
ween the energy gained by the electron orbital transition
inus the binding energy of the orbital from which the elec-

ron is ejected.
Another radioactive decay process culminating in similar

onsequences to electron capture is internal conversion, be-
ause it too results in the production of an inner shell electron

acancy. Internal conversion, as its name implies is an alter- (
ative way for the nucleus to return to the ground state,
ithout the emission of a gamma ray, but rather the ejection
f an electron with an energy which is equal to the residual
uclear excitation energy minus the binding energy of the

nner shell orbiting electron. Both electron capture and inter-
al conversion can affect all atomic orbital electrons. How-
ver, in both processes, interaction with the K-shell is far
ore probable (if allowed energetically), because the inner

hell electron orbitals overlap with the nucleus.
The filling of this inner shell vacancy results in the emis-

ion of a series of fluorescent but predominantly nonradiative
uger transitions. The rules which govern the filling inner
hell vacancies is the fluorescence yield, which defines the
artition between radiative (radiograph) and nonradiative

igure 6 Schematic diagram illustrating an 123I atom undergoing
lectron capture. In this diagram, the crosses represent an electron
n its shell. Vacancies are denoted by empty circles while circles with
rosses are filled vacancies. Each transition moves a vacancy to a
igher orbital until all of vacancies occupy the outermost shells.
Reprinted with permission of Taylor & Francis Group LLC from
oeske and Humm.88)
Auger) transitions (of significance only for K-shell transi-
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Small-scale dosimetry 377
ions), and the numerous competing nonradiative transition
robabilities between electron orbitals and suborbitals. Once
he vacancy has reached the L and higher shells, it is common
or transitions between shells to result in both electrons being
jected from the same or adjacent suborbits, eg, L1M1M1 and

1M1M2. When this happens, the event is referred to as a
oster-Kronig transition.
MC methods have been used to calculate the stochastics of

he atomic de-excitation pathway through an atom, each one
esulting in an individual Auger and Coster-Kronig electron
pectra. The first MC code to calculate Auger electron spectra
as developed by Charlton and Booz,126 who used a normal-

zed database of inner shell transition probabilities to each
rbital vacancy from higher shells and subshells. The energy
f the emitted electrons was calculated using the Z/(Z � 1)
pproximation127 that is based on a weighted ratio of the
inding energies between the parent and daughter atoms. In
his implementation, the first random number is used to
elect an inner shell vacancy (from electron capture or inter-
al conversion) weighted in accordance with the probabili-
ies of an event occurring in the K, L, and higher shells.

An Auger electron transition consists of an electron falling
rom a higher orbital to fill the inner shell vacancy, thereby
hifting the location of the vacancy to an orbital of lesser
inding energy. The energy gained by this electron transition

s used to liberate an electron (the Auger electron) from a
igher orbital. Thus, an Auger transition results in the filling
f one vacancy, concomitant with the creation of 2 new va-
ancies. MC simulations of this process proceed by selecting
transition to the deepest atomic vacancy until all vacancies
ave reached the outermost electron shells. The binding en-
rgies of the electron orbitals change when there are multiple
acancies and these are not realistically taken into account by
he Z/(Z � 1) approximation, which is only strictly valid for
he first Auger transition. Pomplun and coworkers128 solved
his electron energy estimation by using an elaborate precal-
ulated look-up table for the most frequent multi-electron
acancy configurations using the Dirac-Fock computer codes
eveloped by Desclaux.129

Once these vacancies reach the outermost orbitals of the
tom, they represent a positive charge of magnitude equal to
he number of ejected electrons. Radiochemists have long
hown that when an electron capture decaying atom is at-
ached to a molecule, such as methyl 125I, this rapid charge
uild-up results in a so called “Coulomb explosion” in which
he molecule becomes significantly fragmented. Studies of
lectron capture and internal conversion atoms in the gas-
ous state have allowed the charge spectra to be measured
irectly.130

A substantial number of electron capture decaying nu-
lides result in an excited daughter nucleus and subsequent
nternal conversion. For example 125I undergoes electron
apture followed by a 0.93 probability of internal conversion
nd 0.07 probability of gamma ray emission. 123I undergoes
lectron capture followed by a 0.16 probability of internal
onversion and 0.84 probability of gamma emission. For
hese 2 radionuclides, 2 Auger electron cascades ensue for a

ignificant fraction of the decays. Whereas excited nuclei are o
ypically short lived (in the case of the excited 125Te and 123Te
uclei of the order of a nanosecond), there are a few impor-
ant radionuclides which exist in metastable excited states for
imes long enough to make them useful in medical imaging,
he best known of which is 99mTc. These decay processes are
sometric transitions, in which the parent and daughter atom
re identical, the only emissions being gamma or internal
onversion electrons (with Auger cascade).

It was initially believed that this fluence of low-energy
uger electrons would result in inconsequential radiation
oses. For this reason, radionuclides which decay by electron
apture or internal conversion were deemed most suitable for
se in tracers for nuclear medicine applications, eg, 67Ga,

9mTc, 123I, and 201Tl. Fortunately, the safety record of nuclear
edicine procedures underscores that radiopharmaceuticals
sing electron capture and internal conversion decaying ra-
ionuclides do not produce unexpected radiobiological ef-
ects or elevated carcinogenic incidence, as anticipated by a
ery low electron emissions and the radiation dose they de-
osit. However, when these radionuclides are appended to
olecules that directly target radiation sensitive structures
ithin the cell such as the DNA, radiobiological damage can
ecome manifest commensurate with that of high LET alpha
articles. The first demonstration of the high radiotoxicity of
uger electron emitters were the studies with 125I-labeled

hymidine precursor iododeoxyuridine (125IUdR) by Ertl and
oworkers,131 Burki and coworkers132 and Hofer and co-
orkers.133 The steepness of the radiation survival curves

esulting from 125I relative to tritiated thymidine, whether
xpressed per decay or per unit cellular dose, led investiga-
ors to realize something significant about the energy depo-
ition from Auger electron emitters.

Studies modeling the detailed atomic transitions from elec-
ron capture and internal conversion decaying nuclides,
ombined with track structure simulations of the local energy
eposition showed the ability of iodine isotopes such as 125I
nd 123I to deposit a dense cloud of energy close to the decay
ite, typically in the range of nanometers, that can exceed the
ocal ionization density within the core of an alpha particle
rack.21,126 The high-energy deposition local to the site of
ecay allows these nuclides to probe the cell for radiation
ensitive targets, and has generated the most decisive evi-
ence that the nuclear DNA is the most radiosensitive ele-
ent for cell death. In fact comparative cell survival studies

n which 125I is incorporated into mitochondrial DNA134 or
he cell membrane135 require orders of magnitude more de-
ays to achieve the same levels of cell inactivation. Radiosen-
itivity is exquisitely sensitive to location as has been shown
rom studies in which 125I was intercalated between the major
nd minor groove of the DNA rather than directly incorpo-
ated via a thymidine analog.136 Studies with 125I-IUdR also
rovided key data to show that high LET-like induced dou-
le-strand breaks are correlated with reproductive survival.
More recent studies have investigated the effectiveness of

25IUdR decays when incorporated into the DNA during early
ersus late S-phase in Chinese hamster V79 to 379A cells. A
reater yield of DNA double-strand break production was

bserved in late S phase in the presence of 10% dimethyl
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378 J.C. Roeske et al
ulfoxide compared with early S phase. Moreover, a nonran-
om fragment distribution implied an effect of chromatin
rganization on the damage manifestation. This disparity in
ouble strand break yields were not observed in similar ex-
eriments performed on naked genomic DNA.24

Although the largest body of work has been studies inves-
igating the radiobiology of Auger electrons has been with
25I,8,137 numerous studies have been conducted with other
mportant Auger electron emitters. First, there are research-
rs investigating other electron capture and internal conver-
ion decaying halogens, such as 77Br and 80mBr and their
ffectiveness when incorporated into the DNA via the thymi-
ine precursor bromodeoxyuridine.7,138 An intercomparison
f the radiotoxicity of different Auger electron emitters show
hat the magnitude of the radiobiological effectiveness de-
ends on the branching ratio for the electron capture and/or

nternal conversion events per decay, eg, 125I versus 123I139

nd the size the Auger electron cascade which depends on the
tomic number Z, eg, 125I versus 77Br.138

An example of a large electron capture-decaying radionu-
lide used routinely in nuclear cardiology is 201Tl. In vitro
tudies investigating the radiotoxicity of intracellular 201Tl
ave been performed by Kassis and coworkers.140 Thallium-
01 selectively accumulates in cells via the potassium/so-
ium pump, resulting in enhanced radiotoxicity consistent
ith the short-range nature of Auger electrons but not equiv-

lent to the high LET-like effects seen with radio-halogens
electively incorporated within the DNA. Human investiga-
ion of the uptake of 201Tl showed some selected accumula-
ion in the testes.141 Measurements of testicular uptake and
learance of 201Tl in humans, by gamma camera imaging,
howed rapid uptake to approximately 0.4% of the injected
ose with a long biological retention (clearance half-time of
80 hours). Average absorbed dose to the testes was reported
o be 3.5 � 10�4 Gy/MBq (1.3 rad/mCi) increasing to an
quivalent dose of 9.5 � 10�4 Sv/MBq (3.5 rem/mCi), when
ccounting for the measured radiobiological effectiveness re-
ulting from intracellular accumulation of 201Tl. Other
maller atoms are expected to result in lesser radiobiological
ffectiveness, unless specifically incorporated into the cellu-
ar genome or other sensitive cell for cellular inactivation.

The most widely used nuclear medicine tracer is 99mTc.
his nuclide emits a gamma ray (140 keV), but also low-
nergy Auger and conversion electrons. MC computer codes
o simulate the track structure resulting from these emitted
lectrons (4 on average per Auger cascade) by Pomplun and
oworkers142 revealed a nearly identical spectrum of primary
NA strand breaks for 99mTc and carbon K-shell 247 eV
ltrasoft X-rays. On this basis, Pomplun and colleagues rec-
mmended a radiation weighting factor of 1.2 for 99mTc de-
ays. Experimental studies to determine the radiotoxicity of 3
9mTc-labeled compounds (pertechnetate [99mTcO4�], pyro-
hosphate [99mTc-PYP], and hydroxyethylene diphosphate

99mTc-HDP]), using spermatogenesis in mouse testis as the
xperimental model, have been performed by Narra and co-
orkers.143 The mean lethal doses at 37% survival were re-
orted as 0.70, 0.84, and 0.59 Gy for 99mTcO4-, 99mTc-PYP,

nd 99mTc-HDP, respectively. These results yielded RBE val- T
es for these compounds of 0.94, 0.79, and 1.1, respectively.
ore importantly, the radiotoxicity of internal emitters, es-

ecially Auger electron emitters, is extremely sensitive to the
arrier molecule and its relative distribution at the cellular
nd subcellular level. These data show that the Auger elec-
rons emitted by commonly used 99mTc radiopharmaceuti-
als do not selectively transport the radionuclide into or in
lose proximity of the cellular genome and that the dose
odification factor of 1.2 recently proposed by Pomplun and

oworkers,142 is a conservative estimate based on an intranu-
lear concentration.

As new radiopharmaceuticals are developed, new radionu-
lides may be considered. To perform dosimetry calculations
or these nuclides, it is first necessary to obtain the Auger and
oster-Kronig electron spectra. A number of such spectra for

his purpose have been provided in the AAPM task group
eport prepared by Howell,144 following the method devel-
ped by Charlton and Booz.122 An example for 123I is shown
n Figure 7. Methods to perform dosimetric calculations from
hese spectra are provided by Humm and coworkers.145 Au-
er spectra corresponding to radionuclide of interest are used
o calculate the local radiation energy deposition from elec-
ron capture and internal conversion decaying radionuclides.
he highly local and stochastic nature of Auger electron en-
rgy deposition has resulted in the preferred use of specific
nergy, z, or energy deposition, �, spectra rather than the
acroscopic measure of absorbed dose. With the use of

he Auger electron spectra resulting from individual decays,
he electron tracks are simulated through liquid water (or
nit density water vapor), a medium for which the electron

nteraction cross sections are well known down to an energy
f 10 eV. The electrons travel a distance determined by a
andom number generator, weighted in accordance with
heir mean free path corresponding to the electron energy.
he coordinates of each electron interaction within water is
ecorded, together with the local energy deposited, and the
irectional cosines of the primary electron plus any delta rays

igure 7 The average electron energy spectrum from 123I based on
he simulation of 10,000 decays. (Reprinted with permission of

aylor & Francis Group LLC from Roeske and Humm.88)
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Small-scale dosimetry 379
manating from that interaction point. These recorded en-
rgy deposition events can be summed within concentric
pheres around the decay site to score energy deposition (or
pecific energy) as a function of sphere size. Alternatively, the
oordinates of the energy deposits may be superimposed on
detailed geometric model defining the spatial location of

ach chemical atom in the DNA. Note that currently there is
nsufficient information to directly model the electron inter-
ctions within the DNA-histone moiety, and therefore such
odels consist of numerous simplifications. However, these
odels are extremely useful and provide a wealth of infor-
ation on the stochastics of microscopic energy transport

nd energy deposition.
Many dosimetric calculations with Auger electron emitting

adionuclides do not require such advanced calculations but
an reliably use the cellular S factors. The necessity of such
etailed modeling only becomes important for cases in which
he radiopharmaceutical associates with the cellular genome
ither by chance or by design such as in the field of Auger
lectron targeted therapy. Very simple geometric models of
he DNA double helix are used, consisting of 3 block seg-
ents: a central cylindrical core, to represent the nucleotide
airs, surrounded by a C on each side interlocking to tightly
nclose the central nucleotide cylinder, each C representing
n individual DNA strand. The Cs are rotated every 3.6 nm
y 10° so as to model the helical rotation.22 This model was
sed to calculate the local energy deposition at the sub-
anometer level initially for 125I and, later, other radionu-
lides.146 By matching the stochastic energy deposits within a
eometric representation of the double stranded DNA and
omparing with the resulting strand breakage relative to the
ite of 125I incorporation measured with DNA sequencing gels
y Martin and Haseltine,147 it was possible to estimate a
hreshold energy for probable strand break damage to be
7.5 eV. More recent analyzes based on greater resolution
nd precision DNA strand break damage, which includes the
nfluence of the radical scavenger dimethyl sulfoxide have
een conducted by Nikjoo and coworkers.23 This model in-
ludes the creation of water radical production and diffusion
f the radiochemical species relative to the target strands.
here are further advances in the computer models used to
imulate the DNA, which now includes a more exact chem-
cal representation of the DNA, and which can be used to
etermine the atom in closest proximity of each energy dep-
sition event. 9,148,149

Radionuclides that emit Auger electrons are in widespread
linical use in nuclear medicine. Absorbed dose calculations
or such radionuclides in man are based on tabulated S-factor
alculations, based on organ biodistribution data ascertained
rom gamma camera (or PET) images. The utility of these
osimetric estimates relies on the nonselective intranuclear

ncorporation of these agents.150 If a fraction of the radionu-
lide carrier becomes intracellular, intranuclear and most im-
ortant DNA-associated, then the biologically effective dose

ncreases. A method to calculate equivalent dose for Auger
lectron emitting radionuclides given a nonuniform cellular
istribution of organ uptake is given by Goddu and cowork-

rs.151 b
Of final importance are the mutagenic effects of 125I decays
hen incorporated into the DNA via 125IUdR compared

gainst tritiated thymidine. Liber and coworkers152 used the
utant 6-thioguanine resistance in human lymphoblastic

ells and found at low doses a 20-fold greater yield of muta-
ions/decay of 1 � 10�6 for 125IUdR versus 2 � 10�8 for
ritiated thymidine.

In summarizing the experience of those radiobiologists
ho have focused on the effects of Auger electron emitting

adionuclides, a number of conclusions may be drawn. The
adiobiological effectiveness of Auger electron-emitting ra-
ionuclides is highly dependent on the carrier molecule,
hich will determine its extra/intracellular distribution. The

urvival curves produced by Auger electron emitting radio-
uclides most commonly resembles the shouldered survival
urve exhibited by other low LET radiations, eg, radiograph
nd beta particles. However, carrier molecules that deliver an
uger electron emitting radionuclide into close proximity of

he nuclear DNA may result in significantly increased radio-
iological effectiveness that resembles an alpha particle (lin-
ar) survival curve response. This enhanced radiotoxicity is
xplained by a combination of track structure calculations
evealing the cluster of dense ionizations around the atomic
ecay site resulting from the Auger cascade and the positive
harge build up and ensuing Coulumb explosion leading to
olecular fragmentation. Methods to determine an equiva-

ent dose for Auger electron emitting radionuclides are avail-
ble if the microdistribution, and apportionment of intranu-
lear and DNA associated decays of the radiopharmaceutical
an be obtained.

ummary
he principles of small-scale dosimetry for alpha particle,
eta particle and Auger electron emitting radionuclides have
een in existence for several years. These calculational tech-
iques have been applied to a number of studies – theoreti-
al, in vitro and to a lesser amount, in vivo. Two general
alculational approaches have been used. Analytical methods
re based on equations that parameterize the energy depos-
ted from individual source emissions.20,51,52,88 These calcu-
ations are fast and can take advantage of computationally
fficient computer algorithms.66,67 MC techniques simulate
ndividual particles and their interactions through the

edium.56,60,68,76,96,97,117,119,128 This class of calculation is
est suited for complex source/target geometries and in cases
here tissue inhomogeneities exist.80-83,119,123 To a great ex-

ent, both approaches have been shown to yield comparable
esults for many situations.

Unfortunately, small-scale dosimetry has had limited ap-
lication in clinical practice. Accurate and complete small-
cale dosimetry requires knowledge of the source distribu-
ion as a function of time on the cellular/subcellular scale.
n the clinic, activity determination is mainly based on quan-
itative scintigraphic imaging, ie, with a spatial resolution on
he order of mm. At this scale, these emissions are typically
onsidered as nonpenetrating radiations, even when voxel-

ased activity determination is considered. Assessment of the
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eometric target is even more difficult as the target can range
rom single cells in suspension (ie, ascites, blood-borne dis-
ases) to small metastatic clusters to potentially macroscopic
umor masses. Clearly, the scale of target definition desired is
uch lower than available from current anatomical imaging
ethods (CT or magnetic resonance).
The current utility of small-scale dosimetry essentially lies

n preclinical validation of targeted radionuclide therapy.
ose modeling may be performed, to assess the relevance of
given radionuclide within a given context, or the dosimetric

mpact of factors such as medium heterogeneity on the dose
elivery pattern. Still the potential of small-scale dosimetry
learly lies in conjunction with biological experiments both
or in vitro cellular and in vivo animal studies.
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